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Nicolas Roggy
By Jill Gasparina

Each painting
None of the paintings of Nicolas Roggy bears title. To be able to talk about them
in their absence (that is to say in any conversation that would not take place in
his studio in the Paris suburbs or in one of his exhibitions, but elsewhere in space,
on the telephone, in front of a Pdf, or Skype), it must designate them from a set
of variable coordinates - their format (big or small), their colors, the complexity of
their composition possibly, their degree of thickness - or a Place in which he

exposed them. This gives formulas such as "the big rose in a screen, the biggest
painting of the exhibition in New York" or "the curved paintings of Triple V" or "the
pink painting of the stand, which was the most The most cheesy "," the one in
the shape of a suitcase I made for Anton Kern "or" the big green and red, the
simplest ".He designates his paintings as a person whose name is unknown, in a
form of anthropomorphism. "I often compare my paintings to masks," he explains,
"but it would be more accurate to say that they are closer to the unity of the
mask. [1] »
Nicolas Roggy has developed a method of manufacture (the term he uses: he
"manufactures" paintings) which consists in adding layers of matter more or less
dense (gesso, coating, pigments, paint, screenprinted inks, Letraset) on PVC or
wooden supports, sometimes flat, and sometimes in volume (bulging, or peeled
off the wall). This rise in matter is sometimes unbridled (which gives thick
paintings, very materialistic), and sometimes contained. Symmetry is more or
less strict. The layers are laid, sanded in places, added again, again sanded. The
process is repeated.

Nicolas Roggy, Untitled, 2014.
Gesso, modeling clay, pigment, silkscreen, on PVC, 142 × 167 cm. Photo: André Morin; Courtesy Triple V,
Paris.

Nicolas Roggy is not one of those painters who explain their relationship to the
medium through the different repetition of the same motif (such as Josh Smith
and his lippus fish).Each painting is based on a visual scheme of its own. It is the
result of a manufacturing experience that does not obey any systematism (the
nature of the supports that it uses is also changing). Its colors, thickness and
composition are always variable parameters, such as the degree of confusion
and hybridization. He also thinks his exhibitions out of any formula and does not
work in series. For the pieces he produced for the Martos Gallery stand at the
Brussels Independent Fair in April 2016, he developed a principle which he
describes as "hysterical" [2] , each piece being an affirmed proposition made on
A long time, a possible direction for painting fitting into a highly scenographed
ensemble. For his participation in the UNdocumenta festival in Gwangju in May
2016, he worked faster, painting in a night and without too much detail, a set of
black paintings, very material, then installed on partitions prepared in
advance. For the exhibition that Bob Nickas organizes in the summer of 2016
around pieces by Jean Prouvé, he worked from the forms found in the
designer. But this appropriation of forms taken from reality is more than rare in
his works.
His paintings thus have this of destabilizing that they create no habit in the one
who looks at them. An idea of painting develops every time, one possibility
among billions of others is actualized in a proposal, which brings a new
experience, and a surprise. One could therefore begin by saying that his
paintings are all abstract, all very different and all perfectly autonomous. No title,
no discourse comes to charge them with any preliminary meaning.The artist
refuses also to guide their reading too didactic analysis ( "works always have a
potential speech, but I prefer not to disclose, superstition, fear of the paint then
lose its autonomy. [ 3] ") Thus, the speech he develops about them is not
analytical but the story and the method of manufacture, described the effects he
uses (matt / shiny / metallic, the Play with sculptural or architectural scales,
chromaticism) or its romance with materials.He always insists on his willingness
to leave the spectator free to look at them and understand them as he
pleases. This is translated stylistically in the superimposition of the layers: often it
is the white which forms the last layer, a reversal of the traditional process which
offers at the end to the viewers an open space of projection. He wants to make
paintings "that leave him alone" [4] .

Everyone there sees what he wants to see. We can argue, like Sharon Butler,
that Nicolas Roggy's painting makes visible our uses of the Internet [5] (an
analysis that is at least astonishing, and which he denies formally). Or that he
develops a work that reflects modern life, as the title of the exhibition "The
Painter of Modern Life" organized in New York in the spring of 2015 by the
American independent curator Bob Nickas, in which he showed Several paintings.
Thus, to the way one can look at Christopher Wool's abstract painting as the
realistic representation of New York in the 1980s and 1990s (Wool has also done
a photographic work on NY), it would be possible to Nicolas Roggy as pictorial
translations of the visual, physical and emotional experience of living and working
today in the north of Paris, between La Courneuve and Aubervilliers, in a
suburban, chaotic, post-industrial and Perpetual construction (if most of his works
are thought for the framework of the white cube, he is thinking today of making
street paintings, paintings for the street). In his paintings there are signs that refer
to this urban environment: the pale green which he uses so often evokes the
color of the Parisian metro but also the plaques of fireproofed placo, and its
colors have more generally this in common than they Are not colors of
communication but those of signaling and construction, fluos and red referring to
sites and roads, white and greyish to plaster, cement. Nicolas
Roggy makes paintings. Then the dust from the streets, factories and
construction sites is confused with the dust that it generates when it pumps the
surface of its paintings, and which covers the smallest corners of its workshop.

Nicolas Roggy, Untitled, 2014.
Gesso, modeling clay, pigment, silkscreen on PVC, 80 × 89 cm. Photo: André Morin;
Courtesy Triple V, Paris.

In his review of The Painter of Modern Life, New York Times critic Ken Johnson
seemed annoyed at the discrepancy between the title of the exhibition and what
he had found: "With his title, borrowed from a Baudelaire, you could assume that
"the painter of modern life" offer an alternative to abstract approaches and
conceptually self-reflexive, which is dominant in the paint today [6] . " He
continued by describing the exhibition as "lively and stimulating" but had trouble
concealing that he had remained hungry. "She does not have much to do with life,
as it is usually conceived." Understanding: None of the seventy works in the
exhibition had delivered the secrets of modern life to Ken Johnson in the same
way as the themes of the new road traffic review (implied: Oh no, still Of
deconstructed abstraction! Quickly, an image of figurative painting in illustration!).

But if we justly considered that the title of the exhibition kept its promises? And
paintings that focus, such as Nicolas Roggy, "the formal aspects and processual
like surfaces, shapes, repetition, color, and materials to the frank sensuality [7] "
are equally likely that A photograph depicting police violence against students, or
a video montage of images found on the web, to translate modern life? "All
contemporary art, therefore, without the least guarantee of posterity, is in a prehistorical sense," explains Nickas. Let the works, one after another, convince you
that this visual field remains exciting to explore, and that the production of images
can not help defining our era. After all, artists are both observers and re-creators
of reality [8] .
An alternative interpretation, not far from the realistic assumption would be that of
his gallery Vincent Pécoil who sees in the work of Nicolas Roggy "abstract
allegory blurred picture, distorted, confusion of the surrounding
world [9 ] ". Indeed, his paintings depict a familiar disorder, oppositions between
contradictory formal and conceptual principles, thickness and flatness, geometry
and accident, mechanics and gestures, construction and destruction, Delicacy
and roughness, and even the popular and learned (Roggy quoted in reference to
one of his latest paintings both a work by Paul Thek and illustrations by Erté, who
in the 1930s produced precious stage costumes And ballet sets). It is one of the
teachings of Nicolas Roggy's painting that to reaffirm that the purest pictorial
abstraction can, precisely, transcribe visually our daily experiences. Not only
because it borrows its abstraction from that of the surrounding world (that of
finance, architectural forms, social relations, data flows), but because it brings
into play, by means of painting, a confusion between Of the contradictory
principles and aspirations which we experience at every moment, and which is at
first mental. In this sense, the painting of Nicolas Roggy is expressive, if not
expressionist.

Nicolas Roggy, Untitled, 2014.
Primer, pigments, acrylic painting, modeling clay, transfer inkjet printing on PVC, 36 × 44 cm.
Courtesy Martos gallery.

A characteristic hitherto little commented on his work is the strong connection he
has with drawing, collage and assembly. This stage of production was already
present when he was a student at the Beaux-Arts in Nantes (with We are the
Painters , or Florian and Michael Quistrebert, whose painting is often compared
to his own, although their stakes are very different, Much more processed by
Roggy). He then made collages from supermarket brochures and produced
sculptures from piano pieces found at the waste collection center, painted and
assembled. "For some paintings, I draw," he explains today. I realize a sketch on
which I stick patterns , then I reproduce on a large scale. The highly constructed
paintings are first made as drawings. Finally not systematically. [10] "The degree

of similarity between the paper drawing and the picture is rather disturbing (which
contradicts the idea that it would produce a spontaneous painting, moreover
drawing evolves with that He realizes painting, with painting). He also draws from
a bank of personal images, which brings together old plates of alchemy,
illustrations, decorative things, material elements, furniture. "I print sheets, I
superimpose them. I attach myself to an element of the image, which I grow. I
play with parts of objects, mixed with costume parts, patterns , and
sometimes even works [11] . "

Nicolas Roggy, Untitled, 2015.
Gesso, pigments, modeling clay, silkscreen on PVC and metal structure 236 × 200 cm.
Photo: André Morin; Courtesy Triple V, Paris.

Preparatory Drawing for Untitled, 2015.

These drawings are never shown, they have mostly been given, they are lost, or
invisible.But they say something about the nature of his work. Like a collage that
can integrate the elements that compose it, in a larger order, or on the contrary
proudly exhibit the heterogeneous dimension of these elements, each painting of
Nicolas Roggy offers the quiet image of the disorder.
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